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Abstract:For a variable-speed wind turbine (VSWT), the primary objective of control is to maximize power generation

while maintaining the desired rotor speed and avoiding equipment overloads. To fulfill the control objectives, the

classical model-based control (MBC) has been widely used, which refers to two controllers: torque controller (TC) and

pitch controller (PC). In this work, the drawbacks of MBC for VSWTs are studied extensively. It reveals that there are

transition issues between the TC and PC, and over-speed problems under large turbulent wind when only MBC is taken.

To improve the control performance of the VSWT, an integrated control solution is presented, in which three fuzzy logic

control modules are designed to function in parallel with MBC modules. Potential integrated structures are also given

and a structure suitable for industrial application is adopted in this study. The proposed solution is applied to update

the raw control system of a 3.0 MW VSWT of the Chinese Ming Yang Wind Power, which is validated with nonlinear

simulations by using the commercial wind turbine simulation tool Bladed in accordance with IEC standards. The results

prove that good performance of the target wind turbine is guaranteed under the proposed integrated control structure.
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1. Introduction

Wind energy is a renewable energy with fast-growing utilization. According to the World Wind Energy

Association, the worldwide wind capacity reached 336,327 MW by the end of June 2014, out of which 17,613

MW was added in the first 6 months of 2014 [1]. Despite the amazing growth in the capacity of wind turbine

(WTs), there are still challenges for engineering and science. Modern WTs are variable-speed, large, flexible

structure operating in uncertain environments and possibly lend themselves to different and diverse control

solutions. From the viewpoint of control theory, all control solutions are categorized as one of two methods:

model-based control (MBC), referring to classical control and modern control, and model-free control (MFC),

referring to intelligent control and theory of large-scale systems [2].

Among MBC for WTs, proportional-integral-differential (PID) control and linear-quadratic-Gaussian

(LQG) control are the approaches demonstrated to be effective in industrial applications [3,4]. The classical

PID control is the only approach for controlling WTs at the beginning, since, as we know, PID control can be

designed and tuned by trial-and-error. Later, with more understanding of the dynamics of WTs, the single-

in-single-out (SISO) linearized model of a WT was presented to design PID parameters [5–8]. For WTs, the

primary objective of control is to maximize power generation while maintaining the desired rotor speed and
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avoiding equipment overloads [9]. The PID approach [10–14] is widely used in such a case. The secondary

objective is to alleviate fatigue load, and the LQG approach has success [11–13] in such a scenario. However,

the LQG approach is based on the state-space model and requires additional states and variables for defining

the quadratic cost function, which bring difficulties in industrial application. Moreover, the definition of suitable

cost function is not so straightforward. Thereafter, PID has for the most part been used in wind energy industry,

with its advantages of being simple to implement, easy for dealing with nonlinearity through techniques such

as gain scheduling, and straightforward for adjustments such as the addition of filters [15].

While the wind energy industry has continuously been using MBC approaches, MFC solutions to WTs are

drawing more and more attention from both communities of control theory research and wind energy industry in

recent years. As an important branch of intelligent control, fuzzy logic control (FLC) has been proposed to get

better power production and speed stability under the primary objectives. In [16], fixing the voltage amplitude

for loads supplied from a hybrid energy system, a type-1 FLC and PI-controller were designed and compared to

each other. Since the normal design of the FLC system is completely based on the knowledge and experience of

designers, a neuro-fuzzy-based control technique was proposed to automatically tune the memberships of FLC

[17], controlling generator speed and power. In order to handle nonlinearities and uncertainties of WTs, much

research has been conducted, as follows: interval type-2 fuzzy controllers and an adaptive fuzzy controller with

self-tuning fuzzy sliding-mode compensation were proposed to design the pitch controller (PC) in [18] and [19],

respectively; an adaptive proportional-integral (PI) controller for optimal power control was also studied, for

which optimal gains of the torque controller (TC) are derived via particle swarm optimization algorithm and

FLC theory, in [20]. Meanwhile, fuzzy-based models were introduced to represent the nonlinear behavior of

WTs: a fuzzy model-based multivariable predictive control strategy, based on the Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy model

of WTs, was developed to maintain constant power output while minimizing variations of generator speed

and pitch angle [21]. For maximizing energy extraction from WTs, Takagi–Sugeno–Kang fuzzy models were

generated from data-driven design methodologies [22]. Moreover, FLC has already been integrated with other

intelligent control theories to design adaptive interference models. For example, in [23], an adaptive neuro-fuzzy

inference system was designed for controlling output voltage and frequency of a variable-speed wind power

generation system.

In general, regarding the above studies, their motivations originated from considering the nonlinear

nature of WTs and uncertainties of models. Thereafter, FLC-based or FLC-involved approaches were proposed

to bypass the need for precise linearized models. Among them, some promising results have been shown.

However, none of them were validated with detailed nonlinear simulations using three-dimensional turbulent

wind inputs, which are vital to verify the design before implementing it on a real turbine [10]. In addition,

the degree of difficulty in implementing adaptive FLC in engineering applications was not evaluated. To some

extent, more advanced FLC requires more effort to be designed and simulated, not to mention carrying out

the field trials. From the viewpoint of industrial application, controls of WTs are required to be practical and

easy to implement. Focusing on industrial applications, this study aims to propose FLC solutions to assist

MBC rather than replace it. It answers the following questions: Are there some issues that MBC solutions fail

to cover? What are the reasons for these failures? How can we resolve these problems while maintaining the

advantages of MBC?

According to authors’ experience in the wind energy industry, there are two specific issues to handle: the

cooperation and switching between the TC and PC, and the over-speed problem easily caused by large amounts

of turbulent wind. With regards to MBC, the cooperation and switching of the TC and PC is not a standard
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control problem [24]. Wright and Fingersh [7,8], from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, introduced

a Region 2.5 and some simple logic to decouple the TC and PC; engineers from GE Power Systems added one

more PI controller into the PC [9]; and Bossanyi from Garrad Hassan proposed two additional bias terms for

the TC and PC, respectively [10]. Bongers also proposed multiple linear controllers to achieve minimization of

switching phenomena [25]. The over-speed issue easily caused by large-scale turbulence is related to the PC.

To solve this problem, an ideal approach is to consider wind velocity as an input to design a feed-forward term.

However, this solution requires the additional measure of a LIDAR sensor, which brings higher costs and is only

applied in some research projects currently [26,27]. As an alternative in application, an additional nonlinear

pitch control term was mentioned in [13], but detailed information was not given for the sake of proprietary

rights.

To the best of our knowledge, these two issues are mainly solved through trial and error by engineers.

Although solutions to the above two issues are various, few of them are designed with certain methodology.

This work aims to develop a systematic solution in which FLC modules are well integrated with MBC parts,

and can therefore be used in the wind energy industry. This study is structured as follows. In Section 2, the

basic control system structure of the WT together with MBC designs is introduced and analyzed; in Section

3, the mentioned two issues uncovered by MBC are discussed and three type-1 FLC modules are proposed to

handle them; in Section 4, potential integration structures of FLC and MBC are developed; in Section 5, the

proposed solution is applied to the raw controller of a 3 MW WT, and the improved performance of the WT is

validated with nonlinear simulations; and, finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. MBC of WT

2.1. Basic control system structure

A basic control system structure of the WT is shown in Figure 1, where v stands for wind velocity; wr and

wg denote rotor speed and generator speed, respectively; Tr and Tg refer to aerodynamic torque and generator

torque, respectively; θmes and wmes represent measured pitch angle and generator speed (or rotor speed),

respectively; and θcmd and Tcmd are pitch angle command and generator torque command from the control

system, respectively.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the WT’s control system.

From Figure 1, it is clear that there are two pairs of inputs and outputs available: θcmd and θmes ,

Tcmd and wmes . Ignoring physical constraints, it is natural to consider the system as a two-input, two-output

structure. Moreover, more state variables can be obtained when internal couplings among subcomponents of the

WT such as blades, yawing system, drive train, and tower are considered. Thereafter, multivariable state-space

models can be obtained to design controllers involving primary and secondary objectives [7,8].
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This study only concerns the mentioned primary objective; thus, only the relation among variables shown

in Figure 1 is used to model WT.

2.2. Linearized model

In Figure 1, the most important kinetic equation is given by Eq. (1); in that case, a single degree of freedom is

presumed.

ẇr = (Tr − TgNgear)/J, (1)

where J is the inertia of WT and Ngear denotes the gearbox ratio. Tr is given by

Tr = Pr/wr = Cp(θ, v, wr)ρπR
2v3/(2wr), (2)

where Pr represents power captured by WT, ρ is air density, R denotes turbine radius, θ stands for pitch

angle, and Cp(θ, v, w)refers to the power coefficient as a function of θ , v , and wr .

Referring to Eq. (2), a basic kinetic equation of the WT is given by

ẇr = (Tr(θ, v, wr)− TgNgear)/J. (3)

In Eq. (3), Tr is a nonlinear function of θ , v , and wr . In order to facilitate controller designs, it has to be

linearized. Since Tr is a continuous function of θ , v , and wr , it is approximated as

Tr ≈ Tr(wr0, v0, θ0) + (∂Tr/∂wr)δwr + (∂Tr/∂v)δv + (∂Tr/∂θ)δθ. (4)

Being a function of wr in some way, Tg is simplified as

Tg ≈ Tg(wr0) + (∂Tg/∂wr)δwr. (5)

In Eqs. (4) and (5), variables with the suffix 0 represent the linearization point and variables with suffix δ

denote perturbations at equilibrium. Combining Eqs. (3)–(5), the rotor speed error is expressed as

δẇr = [(∂Tr/∂wr)δwr + (∂Tr/∂v)δv + (∂Tr/∂θ)δθ − (∂Tg/∂wr)δwrNgear]/J. (6)

For simplicity, use a, b, c , andd to denote ∂Tr/∂wr, ∂Tr/∂v, ∂Tr/∂θ , and ∂Tg/∂wr , respectively, and Eq. (6)

is then changed to:

δẇr = (aδwr + bδv + cδθ − dδwrNgear)/J. (7)

Eq. (7) is the linearized model with parameters a, b, c , and d , which are determined by the linearization point.

Based on this model, a systematic MBC design is introduced in the following sections.

2.3. Formulation of primary objectives

For the WT, the primary objectives of control are to maximize power production, maintain the desired rotor

speed, and avoid equipment overloads. These objectives are formulated as an optimal problem under certain

constraints, which is governed by

min |Pg − Popt|
s.t.{wg ∈ [0, wg rated], Tg ∈ [0, Tg rated], θ ∈ [θmin, θmax]}

, (8)
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where Pg is output power from generator and Popt denotes optimal power. In this study, assume that power

loss of the WT is negligible, and thus Pg equates to Pr .

From Eq. (2), obviously Pr is maximized when Cp(θ, v, w) is optimal. Thanks to the good design of

modern blades, Cp(θ, v, w) has the following characteristics:

• There is only one maximal Cp(θ, v, w) for each θ , solved by tracking the set of (v, wr);

• There is a single optimal pitch angle matching the global maximal Cp(θ, v, w), called fine pitch θfine ;

• There is monotone decreasing of Cp(θ, v, w) in terms of θ .

Thereafter, the primary objectives are divided into two parts as follows:

min |wr − wopt|
s.t.{Tg ∈ [0, Tg rated], θ = θfine}

, (9)

and

min |wr − wr rated|
s.t.{Tg = Tg rated, θ ∈ [θfine, θmax]}

. (10)

From Eqs. (9) and (10), it is obvious that the primary objectives are fulfilled by controlling rotor speed wr :

• The control objective is to track the optimal value wopt before Tg reaches the rated value;

• The control objective is to keep wr at the rated value once the rated torque is reached.

2.4. MBC design

With the objective functions of Eqs. (9) and (10), and the linearized model of Eq. (7), we reach the MBC

design. Eq. (9) only involves the output variable, generator torque, and thus the related controller is normally

called a TC. Similarly, Eq. (10) is related to a so-called PC.

2.4.1. TC design

Considering Eq. (9), the control objective is to track wopt . However, wopt is determined by v , which means

that the reference to wr varies all the time. The equilibrium point barely exists, and thus the MBC design

approach based on the linearized mode of Eq. (7) is not quite reasonable.

In industrial applications, controller designs for the objective function of Eq. (9) are based on the tip

speed ratio method [13,28] or the query table methodology [14,28]. Both of them originate from the calculation

of optimal Cp(θ, v, w), with difference in processes. For simplification, the query table method is applied as

Tg cmd = T (wg mes), ∀{wg mes ∈ (0, wg max)}, (11)

where T (wg mes) is a query table function, which is preset according to the optimal power curve normally

provided by the manufacturer of WT. In Eq. (11), wg and Tg can also be replaced by wr and Pg , respectively.
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2.4.2. PC design

Considering Eq. (10), the control objective is to keep wr at the rated value while maintaining generator torque

at the rated value. Here, a MBC approach based on the linearized model of Eq. (7) is adopted. Assuming that

wr keeps the rated value and v is a constant, Eq. (7) is simplified as

δẇr = (cδθ − dδwrNgear)/J, (12)

where δwr is controlled through adjusting δθ , and thus the pitch actuator should be modeled. In this study,

the pitch actuator’s output is considered as pitch speed command δθ̇cmd and its model is given by

δθ̇cmd/δθ = s/e−τs ≈ (1 + τs)s, (13)

where τ is the delay time of the pitch actuator.

Recalling Eqs. (12) and (13), the transfer function from δθ̇cmd to δwr is obtained as

G0(s) = δwr/δθ̇cmd = c/[s(1 + τs)(Js+ dNgear)]. (14)

When the generator torque is kept at the rated value, d is zero and Eq. (14) is reduced to

G0(s) = c/[Js2(1 + τs)]. (15)

Eq. (15) describes a typical three-order model. According to classical control theory [29], the desired open-loop

transfer function of a three-order system is

Gd(s) = K(T1S + 1)/[s2(T2 + 1)]. (16)

Obviously, a PD controller satisfies construction of the desired transfer function, which is given by

Gc(s) = δθ̇cmd/(wrated − wr) = −(kp + kds). (17)

By integrating Eqs. (15) and (17), the open-loop transfer function of the system including the PD part is given
as

G(s) = Gc(s)G0(s) = −(cKp/J)(1 +Kd/Kps)/[s
2(1 + τs)]. (18)

Some engineering design methods, such as three-order best design and minimal Mr design [29], are available

to choose parameters of the transfer function of Eq. (18). Here, the minimal Mr design method is utilized and

the PD parameters are chosen as

Kd/Kp = Hτ, cKp/J = −(H + 1)/2H2τ3, (19)

where H is a real number and its value ranges from 3 to 10.

For Eq. (19), there are two points worth noticing:

• Candidates of Kp and Kd are functions of c (or ∂Tr/∂θ), and thus they are gain-scheduling along with

linearization points (similar technology was presented in [30]);

• The stability of the system requires a negative value of c , which is actually a requirement satisfied by the

design of blades.
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3. Specific issues of MBC and FLC solutions

3.1. Specific issues of MBC

The MBC presented in Section 2 matches the general requirement of primary control objectives for WTs.

However, there are two specific issues that MBC cannot resolve: the transition issue between the TC and PC,

and over-speed problem caused by large turbulent wind or gusts.

3.1.1. The transition issue between TC and PC

The transition issue between the TC and PC involves rotor speed control, which can be elaborated on well

by checking some equations from Section 2. From Eq. (3), it is obvious that rotor speed wr is affected by

pitch angle θ and generator torque Tg at the same time. This coupling issue is alleviated by dividing control

objectives into Eqs. (9) and (10), but it remains in the TC and PC, as formulated by Eq. (11) and Eq. (17),

respectively. Therefore, when generator speed is regulated by the PC, Tg will suffer from dip along with wr

decreasing under the rated value; δθ̇cmd results in unnecessary action of the pitch angle while generator speed

is under the regulation of the TC.

3.1.2. Over-speed problem under MBC

The over-speed shutdown easily caused by large turbulence is the problem related to the PC with the model-

based design. The design of the PD controller is based on the linearized model formulated by Eq. (15) and

parameters are chosen at the linearization point in terms of stability and anti-interference. In that case, the

wind velocity is considered as a disturbance damped by the close-loop control. Nevertheless, if wind velocity

varies very fast or a gust happens, the PC would fail to regulate rotor speed promptly. As the result, a fast

shutdown or even an emergence shutdown happens to the WT, reducing power generation and also resulting in

a large mechanic load to the WT.

3.2. FLC solutions

3.2.1. FLC solutions to the transition issue

To decouple the TC and PC, the simplest solution is to introduce some logic rules to make the decision of whether

wr is controlled by the TC or the PC. However, the design of such logic rules requires expert knowledge. Here,

the knowledge applied is summarized as follows:

• When the pitch angle is far above the fine pitch, f(θ) should make sure the generator power keeps the

rated value;

• When the pitch angle is decreasing to the fine pitch, f(θ) should keep the generator power at the rated

value for a while;

• When the generator power is far less than the rated value, f(P ) should make sure the pitch angle keeps

the rated value;

• When the generator power is increasing to the rated value, f(P ) should make the pitch angle ready for

action;

where f(θ) and f(P ) are additional outputs to the TC and PC, respectively.
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Two FLC modules (named FLC1 and FLC2) are designed to output f(θ) and f(P ), for which the pitch

angle and generator power are inputs, respectively. In theory, both type-1 and type-2 FLC are suitable for this

case. Type-2 FLC outweighs type-1 FLC in handling uncertainty, but type-1 FLC is simpler to implement and

straightforward for adjusting parameters during simulation and field trials. Type-1 FLC is recommended and

adopted in this study.

3.2.2. FLC solution to the over-speed problem

As shown in Section 2.4.2, it is clear that fast and big wind disturbance is not considered in the design of the

PC. Meanwhile, a modern WT has large inertia and there is delay time for the pitch actuators. Thereafter, the

over-speed problem arises. To solve this problem, a FLC module (named FLC3) is proposed, for which rotor

speed error and its derivative are inputs. The basic rules are listed as follows:

• f(•) only functions when rotor speed error and its derivative have the same sign;

• f(•) is big when rotor speed error and its derivative are big;

• f(•) is medium when rotor speed error and its derivative are medium;

• f(•) is small when rotor speed error is small and its derivative are medium;

where f(•) is the output of FLC3. Type-1 FLC is also adopted for FLC3 in this study.

4. The integration of FLC and MBC

FLC design is still more a matter of art than technology since there is no standard and systematic structure to

define it [31]. In other words, the design of FLC is very flexible. In this study, the flexibility is embodied in the

integration structure of FLC and MBC. The possible integration structures are shown in Figure 2. For FLC1,

its output can be connected to position 1 or position 2 of the TC; for FLC2, its output can be connected to

position 1 or position 2 of the PC; for FLC3, its output can be connected to position 1 or position 2 or position

3 of the PC.

TC/PC

input output

FC1/FC2

1 2

PC

input output

FC3

2 13

Figure 2. Possible integration structures of FLC and MBC.

Although these integration candidates can achieve the same goals, obviously the difficulties in designing

them are different. Take FLC3, for example: at position 1, FLC3 is an independent controller, which operates

in parallel with a PD controller; at position 2, FLC3 relies on the PD structure and it functions by adjusting

the input of the PD controller; at position 3, PC parameters are adjusted by FLC3, and thus it is a variable-

parameter PD controller as a whole. Similar situations happen with FLC1 and FLC2.

In this study, all outputs of FLC are connected to point 1. In that case, FLC3 does not interfere with

the PD controller; meanwhile, the implementations of FLC1 and FLC2 are comparably simple.
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5. An application case

The proposed integration solution of FLC and MBC is developed for a 3.0 MW WT of Chinese Ming Yang Wind

Power (CMYWP). The objective of the application case is to improve the raw controller, which was designed

by Freqcon GmbH in Germany. As the raw controller has already been used in some WTs, only the designing of

the FLC modules is presented in this work. The raw controller of WT is easily updated without losing previous

performance.

5.1. Basic information of the target WT

The target WT is a two-blade 3.0 MW super compact drive (SCD) machine designed by Aerodyn Energy System

GmbH. Its specifications are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Specification of target WT.

Parameters Value
Rotor diameter 100 m
Number of rotor blades 2
Rated electrical power at grid connection point 3000 kW
Rotor speed range 6.0–21.0 rpm
Nominal rotor speed 17.1 rpm
Rated wind speed 12.9 m/s
Rotor moment of inertia 1.1× 107kg •m2

Generator moment of inertia 2.1× 103kg •m2

Gearbox ratio 23.94
Cut-in wind speed 3 m/s
Cut-out wind speed 25 m/s
Cut-out rotor speed 19.15 rpm
Activation rotor speed 20.5 rpm
Pitch system type Hydraulic
Hardware limitation for pitch speed [−10, 10(deg /s)]
Hardware limitation for pitch angle [−0.5, 95(deg)]
Fine pitch position 0 deg
Response time of pitch actuator 0.1 s

The structure of the raw control system is shown in Figure 3 (the part inside the dashed box), where the

scaling parts and filter parts are not included.

Figure 3. The structure of the control system under study.
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For the PC part, a PD controller is used, for which the input is the error between the reference value

wr(s) and the measured value wr(m) of rotor speed, and the output is the pitch speed set-value vset to the

proportional valve. The components L1 , L2 , and com are two limiters and one compensator, respectively. The

parameters of the PD controller are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The TC parameters.

Measured rotor speed (rpm) Generator torque set-point (100%)
6.0 0.0
9.6 18.0
11.6 3.0
12.6 23.0
14.3 42.0
17.1 100.0
19.0 101.0
21.0 101.0

For the TC part, a lookup-table curve (generator-torque vs. rotor-speed) is used, in which eight pairs of

interpolations are preset based on the optimum tip speed ratio and a tower exclusion zone is built up between

9.6 rpm and 11.6 rpm. The parameters of the TC are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The PC parameters.

Measured pitch angle (deg) P value D value
0.0 0.8 2.0
5.0 0.768 1.92
12.0 0.735 1.84
20.0 0.694 1.74
30.0 0.64 1.6

5.2. FLC parts design under new control system structure

The whole structure of the new control system is shown in Figure 3. Together with the raw control structure,

three new modules are added: FLC1, FLC2, and FLC3, with outputs f(θ), f(P ), and f(•), respectively. For
these FLC modules, the output level ranges from NB to PB, where NB is negative big, NM is negative medium,

NS is negative small, ZO is zero, PS is positive small, PM is positive medium, and PB is positive big. The crisp

points of f(θ), f(P ), and f(•) are calculated using the center average defuzzifier method [2]. The ANFIS Edit

software of the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox in MATLAB is used to design the FLC modules.

5.2.1. Module FLC1 design

For module FLC1, the measured pitch angle θmes is taken as the input and f(θ) is the output. The basic

domain for θmes is set to [0, 5(deg)] . The basic domain for f(θ) satisfies a constraint from rotor speed (or

generator speed) to produced power. The constraint is determined by the capacity specifications of the generator

and converter. In this study, it is set to [0, 1.2(rpm)] .

The membership functions for input and output sets are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.

The control rules of FLC1 are presented in Table 4.

The control curve from θmes to f(θ) is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 4. Membership function of θmes . Figure 5. Membership function of f(θ) .

Figure 6. Control curve from θmes to f(θ) .

Table 4. The rule base of FLC1.

θmes ZO PS PM PB
f(θ) ZO PS PM PB

5.2.2. Module FLC2 design

For module FLC2, the measured power Pmes is the input and f(P ) is the output. The basic domains are

[0.9, 1.0(p.u.)] and [0, 2.0(rpm)] for Pmes and f(P ), respectively. The membership functions for both input

and output sets are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.

Figure 7. Membership function of Pmes . Figure 8. Membership function of f(P ) .
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The control rules of FLC2 are presented in Table 5.

The corresponding control curve from Pmes to f(P ) is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Control curve from Pmes to f(P ) .

Table 5. The rule base of FLC2.

Pmes ZO PS PM PB
f(P ) PB PM PS ZO

5.2.3. Module FLC3 design

For module FLC3, two inputs are rotor speed error E and its derivative Ec . The basic domains of E and

Ec are set to [−0.06, 0.06(p.u.)] and [−0.06, 0.06(rad/s2)] , respectively. The basic domain for f(•) is set to

[−2, 2(deg /s)] . The membership functions for input and output sets are shown in Figures 10–12, respectively.

The control rules of FLC3 are presented in Table 6.

The corresponding three-dimensional control surface is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 10. Membership function of E . Figure 11. Membership function of Ec .

5.3. Simulation test and results analysis

For testing the proposed integration solution of FLC and MBC, the industry-standard software for WT perfor-

mance and loading calculations, Garrad Hassan’s Bladed [32] wind turbine software package, is used to carry out

simulations. The source codes of the raw controller and two updated controllers are developed as an external

dynamic link library to the model of the WT. Detailed simulations are carried out in accordance with IEC

61400-1 [33] and the wind turbulence density is set to 18%.
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Figure 12. Membership function of f(•) . Figure 13. Control surface from E and Ec to f(•) .

Table 6. The rule base of FLC3.

f(·) E
NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB

Ec

NB NB NB NM NS ZO ZO ZO
NM NB NM NM NS ZO ZO ZO
NS NM NS NS ZO ZO ZO ZO
ZO NS ZO ZO ZO ZO ZO PS
PS ZO ZO ZO ZO PS PS PM
PM ZO ZO ZO PS PM PM PB
PB ZO ZO ZO PS PM PB PB

In order to illustrate the advantages of the proposed solution, three types of controller are simulated and

compared: the raw controller, the proposed controller in the study, and another updated controller improved

by conventional strategy. The conventional strategy adopts the logic proposed in [7,8] to handle the transition

issue and an additional nonlinear pitch control term to manage the over-speed problem according to [13]. The

logic is set as follows: the rotor speed to produce rated power is decreased from 17.1 rpm to 16.9 rpm; when

the rotor speed is higher than 16.9 rpm, the generator torque is set to stay constant. The relevant parameters

for the nonlinear pitch control term are as follows: time constant for the first order lag is 0.05s, scale factor for

speed error is 0.628 rad/s, scale factor for change rate of speed error is 0.0157 rad/s2 , and gain is 0.21 rad/s.

Some representative simulation results are shown, which are based on 12 m/s and 20 m/s mean wind

speed under design load case (DLC) 1.2, and extreme operational gusts at 13 m/s and 25 m/s under DLC 1.6.

Among numerous simulation results obtained from the Data View menu of Bladed, four measured signals are

drawn: wind speed, rotor speed, electrical power, and blade 1 pitch angle.

5.3.1. Results comparison between raw controller and proposed controller

Among simulation results, red curves result from the new controller and black ones are from the raw controller.

The simulation results at 12 m/s and 20 m/s mean wind speed are shown in Figures 14a and 14b,

respectively. It is obvious that primary objectives are basically achieved for both the raw controller and proposed

controller. However, the performance of the WT with the raw controller suffers from the transition issue: when

rotor speed varies around the rated value (17.1 rpm), electrical power also deviates from rated power (3.0 MW);
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even when sufficient wind is available and pitch angle is far away from fine pitch, there is still deep reduction of

output power and unnecessary pitch angle reserves when generator power is less than 3.0 MW. In contrast, the

WT with updated controller shows much better performance: there is almost no power reduction and generator

power keeps tightly to 3.0 MW as long as the pitch angle is reserved; meanwhile, rotor speed is less over-shot

when the controller transitions from the TC to PC (checking the rotor speed at about 130 s in Figure 14a);

moreover, rotor speed becomes concentrated in the range of 16.6–17.6 rpm when wind speed is higher than the

rated value (12.9 m/s).
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Figure 14. Simulation results under DLC 1.2 between raw controller and proposed controller (a) at wind speed of 12

m/s and (b) at wind speed of 20 m/s.
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Figures 15a and 15b show simulation results under extreme operational gusts at 13 m/s and 25 m/s,

respectively. The rotor-speed maximum values of the WT with the proposed controller are 18.9 rpm and 18.6

rpm when wind velocity changes from 13 m/s to 21 m/s and from 25 m/s to 32 m/s, respectively. In the same

cases, the peak values with the raw controller are 19.7 rpm and 19.3 rpm; in that case, a fast shutdown would

happen to the WT as a result of over-speed protection, which means that the WT would stop producing power

and, even worse, the WT might be damaged from extreme loads. In this study, all supervisory controls for the

WT are disabled for the sake of results comparison.

Figure 15. Simulation results under DLC 1.6 between raw controller and proposed controller (a) at wind speed of 13

m/s and (b) at wind speed of 25 m/s.

5.3.2. Results comparison between proposed controller and conventional strategy

Among simulation results, red curves and black ones are from the proposed controller and the controller improved

by conventional strategy, respectively.
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The simulation results at 12 m/s and 20 m/s mean wind speed are shown in Figures 16a and 16b,

respectively. It can be seen that both updated controllers are responsible for transition and over-speed issues.

The curves of blade 1 pitch angle and rotor speed are similar. This means that the rotor speed has been well

regulated under turbulent winds by both controllers. However, the controller adopting the conventional strategy

needs to be further improved in the aspect of producing maximum electrical power: at 20 m/s wind speed, there

are still some points where electrical power deviates from full power.
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Figure 16. Simulation results under DLC 1.2 between conventional strategy and proposed controller (a) at wind speed

of 12 m/s and (b) at wind speed of 20 m/s.
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Figures 17a and 17b show simulation results under extreme operational gusts at 13 m/s and 25 m/s,

respectively. When wind velocity changes from 13 m/s to 21 m/s and from 25 m/s to 32 m/s, the greatest

values of rotor speed with the proposed controller are 18.9 rpm and 18.6 rpm, respectively. By comparison, the

peak values of rotor speed under the controller updated by conventional strategy are slightly higherat 19.1 rpm

and 18.8 rpm, respectively.
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Figure 17. Simulation results under DLC 1.6 between conventional strategy and proposed controller (a) at wind speed

of 13 m/s and (b) at wind speed of 25 m/s.
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6. Conclusions

As an energy conversion system, a WT’s primary objectives are to produce maximum electrical power and

avoid equipment overloads. The conventional MBC is capable of satisfying general performance requirements.

However, the transition issue between the TC and PC and the over-speed problem are not handled by MBC.

Considering the electrical power output and rotor speed stability performance, the original controller is inferior

to the two updated controllers and the proposed FLC solution outweighs the conventional strategy.

Under 20 m/s normal turbulent wind, the output electrical power under the original controller is loose

and ranges from 2.2 MW to 3.1 MW, and the values of rotor speed are scattered between 15.7 rpm and 18.5

rpm. By comparison, after improvement by the conventional strategy, the produced power becomes denser and

ranges between 2.7 MW and 3.1 MW, and the values of rotor speed converge in the region of 16.5–17.7 rpm.

With the proposed solution, the output power further concentrates between 2.95 MW and 3.1 MW, and the

values of rotor speed are in a range of 16.4–17.7 rpm. As expected, maximum electrical power is obtained by the

proposed solution: the average power calculated from simulation results for the original controller, conventional

strategy, and proposed solution are 2.88 MW, 2.98 MW, and 3.01 MW, respectively.

Under extreme operational gusts, the maximum rotor speed under the raw controller is highest up to

19.7 rpm, which undoubtedly causes the machine to shut down. In contrast, both updated controllers result in

safe rotor speed, which is lower than the cut-out rotor speed of 19.15 rpm. Moreover, it can be seen that the

greatest value of rotor speed under FLC modules is slightly smaller than that with the conventional strategy.

Although better performance was observed, the proposed solution could be optimized by introducing type-

2 FLC and could be auto-tuned by adaptive FLC, for which further studies have to be carried out. However, the

proposed solution in this study has successfully classified the expert knowledge into a systematic FLC structure

and is more convenient to apply to industry compared to other advanced FLC solutions.
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